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ABSTRACT Network coding (NC) constitutes a promising technique of improving the throughput of
relay-aided networks. In this context, we propose a cross-layer design for both amplify-and-forward and
decode-and-forward two-way relaying based on the NC technique invoked for improving the achievable
throughput under specific quality of service requirements, such as the maximum affordable delay and
error rate. We intrinsically amalgamate adaptive analog network coding (ANC) and network coded mod-
ulation (NCM) with truncated Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) operating at the different open system
interconnection layers. At the data-link layer, we design a pair of improved NC-based ARQ strategies based
on the stop-and-wait and the selective-repeat ARQ protocols. At the physical layer, adaptive ANC/NCM
are invoked based on our approximate packet error ratio. We demonstrate that the adaptive ANC design
can be readily amalgamated with the proposed protocols. However, adaptive NC-QAM suffers from an
SNR-loss, when the transmit rates of the pair of downlink channels spanning from the relay to the pair
of destinations are different. Therefore, we develop a novel transmission strategy for jointly selecting the
optimal constellation sizes for both of the relay-to-destination links that have to be adapted to both pair of
channel conditions. Finally, we analyze the attainable throughput, demonstrating that our truncated
ARQ-aided adaptive ANC/NCM schemes attain considerable throughput gains over the schemes dispensing
with ARQ, while our proposed scheme is capable of supporting bidirectional NC scenarios.
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SN Source Node
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
PSK Phase Shift Keying





AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
CSI Channel State Information





h1, h2, g1, g2 channel gains




γi, i = 1, 2 the received SNRs at
DN1 and DN2
p (γi) , i = 1, 2 distributions of γi
Pij, Prij, P1, P2 transmit powers at RN or
SNs
P¯r , P¯ average transmit power
P
Nmaxγi +1
0 , Pi,loss maximum number of
retransmissions
λi SNR loss coefficient for
NC-QAM
PERi,n (γi) packet error ratios








boundaries of the AM
modes for the pair of links
R1,2, R′1,2, R′′1,2 the instantaneous transmit
rate
S¯PSK , S¯PSK bandwidth efficieny24
I. INTRODUCTION25
The number of mobile users supported by wireless commu-26
nication networks has increased dramatically, resulting in27
a booming market for the mobile Internet. Thus there is a28
growing interest in simultaneous throughput improvements29
and QoS enhancements. High-rise buildings constitute typ-30
ical business venues, where cooperative relaying communi-31
cation is capable of improving the network’s coverage and32
reliability, as shown in Fig. 1. Two-way relaying (TWR), also33
known as bi-directional relaying, holds the potential of pro-34
viding practical solutions for enhancing both the spectral effi-35
ciency and the reliability for existing wireless networks. Both36
AF-TWR and DF-TWR constitute popular relaying methods.37
An example of the AF-TWR or DF-TWR topology is shown38
in Fig. 1, where two users want to exchange their information 39
using two/three-time-slot protocols. The broadcast nature of 40
bi-directional relaying readily supports the application of 41
network coding in relaying networks. 42
43
Network Coding (NC) has emerged as a powerful relay- 44
ing solution owing to its potential of achieving substantial 45
throughput gains [1]–[4]. The landmark contribution of 46
Li et al. [1] put forward the linear NC concept for single- 47
source multicast networks, demonstrating that linear codes 48
are capable of approaching the maximum capacity bounds. 49
To the best of our knowledge, [2] was the first NC contri- 50
bution on the practical subject of simultaneous information 51
exchange between two unicast flows (bi-directional/duplex 52
relaying). Asymmetric transmission problems of TWR were 53
investigated in [3]–[6], separately. Xie [3] investigated the DL 54
capacity of asymmetric DF-TWR. As a further discovery, the 55
authors of [4] and [5] proposed set-partitioning-based NCM 56
as a universal concept, which can be combined with arbitrary 57
constellations. Specifically, our previous work [5], [6] con- 58
ceived adaptive ANC and NCM based on modulo addition 59
of the normalised phase/amplitude, which circumvented the 60
asymmetric transmission problems of AF- and DF-TWR. 61
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FIGURE 1. Relaying-aided Cooperative Communication for Dense Coverage Network (AF-TWR
and DF-TWR scenarios).
However, how to improve both the reliability and throughput62
of adaptive ANC/NCM communicating over fading channels63
was left for later study.64
In addition to the beneficial throughput improvement of65
NC-aided relaying, the integrity of data transmission should66
also be taken into consideration, especially for transmission67
over fading channels. As one of the key techniques capa-68
ble of enhancing both the reliability and the throughput for69
transmission over fading channels, adaptive modulation has70
received substantial attention [7]–[11]. Hanzo et al. designed71
diverse near-instantaneously adaptive modulation and cod-72
ing (AMC) techniques in [7], with adaptive codedmodulation73
investigated in [8]–[10]. Alouini and Goldsmith [10] and74
Goldsmith and Chua [11] conceived adaptive modulation75
schemes for flat-fading channels, where both the data rate and76
the transmitter power were near-instantaneously adapted for77
the sake of maximizing the throughput.78
Another alternative technique of achieving high reliability79
for networks is to rely on the ARQ protocol at the data link80
layer [12]–[17]. Previous Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) designs were81
proposed in [12], while AF and DF relaying based on HARQ82
was studied in [13]. Moreover, adhoc networks relying on83
ARQ achieving cooperative diversity were presented in [14],84
while a ‘drop-when-seen’ algorithm-based ARQ protocol85
derived for NC was proposed in [15]. Diverse cross-layer86
designs were investigated in [16] and [17]. Specifically, 87
Liu et al. [16], [17] put forward an innovative scheme for 88
conveying delay-sensitive traffic, which combinedAMCwith 89
the classic truncated ARQ protocol. The proposed scheme 90
improved the attainable throughput, while fulfilling both the 91
associated packet-loss and delay constraints. The underlying 92
core idea behind Liu’s cross-layer design [16] is to strike a 93
tradeoff between a reduced physical layer PER and a higher 94
transmission rate. Therefore, by jointly optimizing both the 95
AMC and the truncated ARQmodules, it becomes possible to 96
improve the overall throughput of the system. However, [16] 97
considered a peer-to-peer scenario, and - to the best of our 98
knowledge - truncated-ARQ has not been considered in con- 99
junction with AMC in AF/DF-TWR scenarios in the open 100
literature. 101
Inspired by the above-mentioned techniques, we conceive 102
a beneficial cross-layer design, which combines adaptive 103
ANC/NCM with NC-based truncated ARQ protocols for the 104
pair of links in AF/DF-TWR networks. The first challenge 105
is to select a meritorious retransmission protocol, which 106
strikes a compelling throughput versus complexity trade-off. 107
A pair of practical NC-based ARQ protocols can be designed 108
based on either the stop-and-wait ARQ (SW-ARQ) or on 109
the selective-repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ). The second challenge 110
is to minimize both the associated delays and buffer sizes. 111
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Hence we consider truncated ARQ protocols for limiting the112
maximum number of retransmissions. Finally, we character-113
ize the PER vs SNR characteristics of AMC with the aid of a114
curve-fitting method based on the approach of [16]. More115
explicitly, we have to design a new transmission strategy116
for the specific ARQ-aided NC-QAM in order to mitigate117
the SNR-loss associated with the different transmit rates for118
the DL of DF-TWR. In conclusion, we have to design a119
hitherto unexplored solution, which is a qualitatively evolved,120
intrinsically amalgamated new regime. The proposed121
regime improves the achievable throughput of AF/DF-TWR122
networks.123
Against the above rationale and the inspirational contribu-124
tions of [5], [6], and [16], we list the main contribution of this125
paper as follows.126
1) We intrinsically amalgamate the adaptive ANC/NCM127
techniques of [5] and [6], the truncated-ARQ technique128
of [16] and the Adaptive Modulation (AM) technique129
of [10]. The amalgamated design is conceptually com-130
plex but powerful. We emphasize that this system is not131
a simple conglomerate of its components, but it is based132
on a conscious step-by-step joint design.133
2) We extend the peer-to-peer transmission regime of [16]134
to AF- and DF-TWR networks, where the transmission135
strategy at the relay node has to simultaneously adapt to136
a pair of channel conditions, (i.e. SN1→RN→DN2 and137
SN2→RN→DN1).138
3) We design a pair of NC-based ARQ protocols for sup-139
porting the proposed transmission strategy.140
4) We optimize the transmission rate and analyze the141
SNR-loss imposed by NC-QAM for DF-TWR network.142
Then a novel realtime transmission strategy is con-143
ceived. We further evaluate the performance of the pro-144
posed scheme through extensive simulations. It is shown145
that the proposed ARQ-aided rate adaptation schemes146
are superior to their counterparts operating without147
ARQ, resulting in SNR gains range from 1-3 dB.148
This paper tackles the above-mentioned challenges and it is149
structured as follows. Section II describes both our system as150
well as channel model adopted, and introduces the proposed151
cross-layer design. In Section III, a pair of NC-aided proto-152
cols are designed for AF/DF-TWR. In Sections IV and V,153
we introduce the adaptive ANC and NCM scheme followed154
by the AM regime intrinsically amalgamated with truncated-155
ARQ retransmission, where a novel transmission strategy is156
conceived for DF-TWR. Finally, we evaluate the achievable157
throughput and present our numerical results in Section VI.158
Our concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.159
II. PRELIMINARIES AND ASSUMPTIONS160
A. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL161
Consider the AF/DF-TWR networks associated with a multi-162
carrier TDM/TDMA system, which employs time division163
duplexing (TDD). Fig. 1 describes a two time-slot AF-TWR164
and a three time-slot DF-TWR network consisting of a relay165
node (RN) and two destination nodes (DN1 and DN2),1 166
which want to exchange their messages through the RN 167
utilizing the classic time-division technique. The information 168
exchange between the two nodes can be divided into two 169
distinct phases: the multiple access (MA) stage when the two 170
SNs simultaneously/separately send their data to the RN,2 171
and the broadcast (BC) stage, when the RN broadcasts the 172
combined signal to both DNs. 173
FIGURE 2. Cross-layer Structure Combining NCM with ARQ ([16, Fig. 2]).
Proceeding now with the AF/DF-TWR description of the 174
cross-layer framework, as is shown in Fig. 2, which relies 175
on the ANC/NCM aided AF/DF-TWR of [5] and [6] at the 176
physical layer, and on the truncated ARQ assisted AM regime 177
advocated in [16]. We then conceive an amalgamated adap- 178
tive NC scheme combined with truncated ARQ. Fig. 3 shows 179
our particular system and channel model, which consists 180
of the ANC/NCM transmitters, two receivers, two feedback 181
loops required for supporting our adaptive NC and ARQ, two 182
Nakagami fading channels, and buffer modules necessary for 183
the ARQ protocol. For flat fading channels, we adopt the 184
general Nakagami-m model having the fading distribution 185
p(γi) given by 186










, i = 1, 2, (1) 187
where γi represents the instantaneous SNR, γ i denotes the 188
average SNR, 0 (m) := ∫∞0 tm−1e−tdt is the Gamma func- 189
tion and m is the Nakagami fading parameter. The Nakagami 190
distribution can model wide-ranging fading conditions span- 191
ning from Rayleigh fading to the friendliest AWGN channel. 192
Based on the channel model of Fig. 3, the detailed infor- 193
mation flow within this framework will be clarified next. 194
B. INFORMATION FLOW OF AF/DF RELAYING NETWORK 195
At the physical layer, multiple transmission modes are avail- 196
able. Bearing in mind that the channels are reciprocal, the 197
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian channel gains of 198
the AF links SN1→RN→DN2 and SN2→RN→DN1 are 199
denoted by g1r , gr1, g2r and gr2. For flat fading channels, 200
the channel gains remain the same for some time, hence we 201
1DN1 and DN2 also act as Source node 1 (SN1) and SN2 during the
multiple access stage.
2For DF-TWR, the two SNs transmit in two different time slots to avoid
the mutual interference [4].
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FIGURE 3. System and Channel Models of Adaptive ANC/NCM with ARQ for AF/DF-TWR. a) System and
Channel Model of Adaptive ANC (AF-TWR). b) System and Channel Model of Adaptive NCM (Downlink
of DF-TWR).
assume g1r = gr1 and g2r = gr2. For convenience, we202
denote them as g1 and g2. For the DF links RN→DN1 and203
RN→DN2,3 we again denote the channel gains as g1 and g2.204
Moreover, the AWGN terms of all links are assumed to have205
a zero-mean and an equal variance of N0.206
As for our adaptive transmission regime designed for207
flat fading channels in Fig. 3, we consider a discrete-time208
channel having a stationary and ergodic time-varying gain209 √
gi [t] and AWGN ni[t], with t denoting the discrete time210
instants. It is assumed that the system uses ideal Nyquist data211
pulses having a bandwidth of B = 1/Ts, where Ts denotes212
the symbol duration. The instantaneous received SNRs are213
3Messages in the RN of DF-TWR are decoded and processed, therefore
we only consider the RN-DNs DL design. In this case it is assumed that the
RN has successfully received the signals w1 and w2 from both SN1 and SN2
during the MA stage.
γi[t] = Pgi[t]/(N0iB), while the average received SNRs are 214
γi = P/(N0iB), with P denoting the transmit power. When 215
the context is unambiguous, we will omit the time reference t 216
related to gi and γi. 217
Having outlined the symbols adopted in Fig. 3, the infor- 218
mation flow of AF/DF relaying can be characterized as fol- 219





P2h2x2 + znr . (2) 221
DN1 andDN2 recover their intendedmessages by subtracting 222
the message of their own, and get: 223
yRN→DN11 = h1α
√
P2h2x2 + h1αznr + zn1, (3) 224
yRN→DN22 = h2α
√
P1h1x1 + h2αznr + zn2, (4) 225
with α is the amplification factor. 226
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FIGURE 4. Packet and Frame Structures (based on [16, Fig. 3]) and Foundation of NC-aided Protocols (Subsection IV A).
For downlink of DF-TWR, the equivalent baseband signals227
received by the coherent receiver of DN1 and DN2 are repre-228
sented by:229
yi = hix + zi, i = 1, 2, (5)230
where x denotes the transmit symbol at the RN, where NCM231
regime based on the modulo addition of the normalised232
phase/amplitude is invoked. The generation algorithms of the233
NC-QAM/PSK symbols are the same as [4]. After both DNs234
receive the signals, the classic maximum a posteriori proba-235
bility (MAP) detection rule is applied at both DN’s receivers.236
The specific receiver design for DF relay is available in [4].237
Both adaptive ANC and NCM are designed based on the238
above signal flow. The underlying core idea behind AM is239
to activate the highest-throughput transmit-mode, which is240
capable of ‘just’ meeting the BER requirements. Both the241
ANC and NCM designs adopt BER bounds to approximate242
the theoretical BER expressions [18]. This allows us to243
apply the data-link layer’s ARQ technique to TWR, because244
ANC/NCM has the same BER performance as that of tradi-245
tional AM. Explicitly, in truncated-ARQ aided AM scheme246
of [16], the transmit rate is appropriately adjusted, depending247
on the near-instantaneous SNR γi. When the receiver side248




, n = 0, 1, . . . ,Ni, we choose249
the corresponding constellation sizes Mi.250
Given this transmission description and based on both251
AM and ARQ techniques, we will briefly summarize the252
assumptions adopted throughout this paper.253
• The relay node is assumed to operate in the conven-254
tional half-duplexmode, relying on an adaptive design at255
the SNs/RN.256
• Frequency-flat, slowly-varying fading channels are257
assumed, where the channel quality is constant during258
each transmission-frame but fluctuates from frame to259
frame. Thus our AM scheme may be reconfigured on260
a frame-by-frame basis.261
• The channel state information (CSI) is perfectly known262
at all nodes. The perfect CSI-feedback conditions263
may be approached by using training-based channel 264
estimation. 265
• Sufficiently reliable CRC codes are used.4 266
C. CROSS LAYER STRUCTURE 267
Observe in Fig. 3 that our cross layer designs relies on AM at 268
the physical layer, and truncated ARQ at the data link layer. 269
To elaborate a little further, our AM scheme relies on two 270
pairs of control groups. Each pair contains an ARQ control 271
feedback loop and an AM mode feedback loop. The related 272
parameters of each pair of loops are sent back via the same 273
physical feedback channel. Truncated ARQ protocols are 274
implemented based on the NC design, which will be detailed 275
in Section III. More explicitly, buffering modules of Fig. 3 are 276
specialized for the NC-aided SR-ARQ. The ARQ generators 277
and controllers arrange for the retransmission of the requested 278
information stored in the buffers 1-4. 279
Fig. 4 describes the data structure of the cross-layer design. 280
The processing unit at the data link layer is constituted by 281
a transmission packet, while that of the physical layer is 282
a transmission frame [16], where each frame contains Nf 283
number of symbols. More explicitly, each frame contains 284
multiple packets, where each packet contains Np bits, which 285
includes both the serial number, as well as the payload and 286
the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)5 bits to facilitate error 287
detection. When the transmit rate Rn is selected for mode n, 288
each packet is mapped to a symbol-block containing Np/Rn 289
symbols. Multiple such blocks, together with the Nc pilot 290
symbols and the control messages, constitute a frame to be 291
transmitted at the physical layer. 292
The key point for the intrinsic amalgamation of AM and 293
ARQ lies in the packet structure, where the packet’s data will 294
be mapped into symbols. We can therefore employ symbol- 295
level NC process, which is the foundation of ANC/NCM 296
4Specifically, the serial number and the CRC parity bits of each packet are
excluded from the throughput calculation, because they introduce negligible
redundancy in addition to the number of payload bits.
5The error detection CRC codes uses CRC-24bit check, as standard
in [21].
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for AF/DF-TWR. Of particular note is that the payload297
lengths contained in a single packet of the different links are298
variable, which is necessary for producing the same number299
of information symbols. Then this constraint guarantees that300
both the frames generated for the pair of links have the same301
number of symbols for ensuring the NC operation. There302
is no similarly strict requirement for AF-TWR, because the303
messages at the relay are directly superimposed.304
III. NC-AIDED ARQ PROTOCOLS DESIGN305
Having outlined the cross-layer structure, we next proceed306
with the design of ARQ protocols. Traditional ARQ proto-307
colsmainly include stop-and-wait (SW)-, go-back-N (GBN)-,308
selective repeat (SR)- and hybrid-ARQ. The choice of the309
ARQ protocol depends on the application scenario consid-310
ered. When we design ARQ protocols for ANC/NCM, it311
is important to take into account the tradeoff between the312
system’s throughput, latency, energy and design complexity.313
We aim at selecting applicable protocols, which have little or314
no effect on ANC/NCM. For this reason, two kind of ARQ315
protocols are considered, namely NC-based SW-ARQ and316
NC-based SR-ARQ.317
FIGURE 5. NC-based SW-ARQ for ANC/NCM.
A. NC-BASED SW-ARQ PROTOCOL318
The basic idea of SW-ARQ is to ensure that each packet319
has been received correctly, before initiating the transmis-320
sion of the next packet. Fig. 5 describes the NC-based321
SW-ARQ transmission process. Let P1,k , k = 1, 2, . . . and322
P2,k , k = 1, 2, . . . represent the packets transmitted from323
SN1 to DN2 and from SN2 to DN1, respectively. Each pair324
of P1,k and P2,k will be merged into a single packet by their325
modulo two addition at the RN. Then the resultant merged326
packet will be broadcast to both DN1 and DN2. The first327
packet received at the RN is transmitted in the first frame328
and then the transmissions are paused. If the packets demod-329
ulated at both DNs are error-free, DN1 and DN2 send an330
acknowledgement (ACK) back to SN2 and SN1, respectively.331
In designing this ARQ protocols, the feedback signals are332
transmitted from DN1 to SN2 through RN and vice versa.333
If the packet demodulated at any of the DNs is a corrupted334
packet, say, at DN2, then DN2 sends a negative acknowledg-335
ment (NAK) or Retransmission reQuest (RQ) signal back to336
SN1 via RN. Hence SN1 retransmits the packet required.337
There are two advantages of the NC-based SW-ARQ pro- 338
tocol. Firstly, when one of the receptions is corrupted, the 339
other side can operate normally without the need for retrans- 340
mission. Secondly, there is no need for buffering modules 341
for this protocol, therefore the design complexity is reduced. 342
The primary disadvantage of this protocol is that it provides a 343
relatively low throughput owing to pausing its transmissions. 344
FIGURE 6. NC-based SR-ARQ for ANC/NCM.
B. NC-BASED SR-ARQ PROTOCOL 345
If we allow for buffering at both the RN and the DNs 346
(only DNs for AF-TWR), we can implement our NC-based 347
SR-ARQ protocol, as shown in Fig. 6. When adopting our 348
NC-based SR-ARQ, there is no need for waiting, there- 349
fore it constitutes a continuous-mode transmission protocol. 350
In this design, the transmit packets and decoded packets 351
will be stored in buffers 1-4 seen in Fig. 2. The RN sends 352
a continuous stream of merged packets. If there are any 353
retransmission requests, take DF-TWR for example, owing 354
to an NAK signal for P2,3 at DN1, the RQ signal will be 355
sent to the RN. Then the RN adjusts its pointer in buffer 2 to 356
return to the specific point at which it stopped and resumes the 357
transmission of new packets. In this case, each retransmission 358
request results in the retransmission of a single packet. 359
As a benefit, NC-based SR-ARQ has a higher throughput 360
than NC-based SW-ARQ, albeit its design complexity is also 361
increased. 362
IV. COMBINING ANALOG NETWORK CODING 363
WITH TRUNCATED-ARQ FOR AF-TWR 364
In cooperative relying networks, the simplest relaying tech- 365
nique is constituted by the amplify forward protocol. In AF 366
relaying, the relay amplifies the message received from the 367
source node and simply broadcasts the superposed signal to 368
the terminals. Let us first consider the amalgamation of ARQ 369
with physical-layer adaptive ANC. 370
As stated in Section II, our ANC scheme relies on the BER 371
bounds of [6], which guarantees the same performance as 372
the traditional AM scheme. Traditional AM combined with 373
ARQ was designed based on the relationship of the BER 374
and PER. Let us now discuss our adaptive ANC design. Two 375
groups of transmission modes can be developed, namely the 376
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convolutionally coded Mn-ary QAM/PSK modes6 and the377
uncoded Mn-ary QAM/PSK modes. For the former trans-378
mission modes, there are no closed-form expressions for379
PER and BER. We may hence obtain both PER and BER380
expressions by Monte Carlo simulations. By contrast, for the381
uncoded latter modes, the closed-form PER expressions of382
QAM have already been derived in (cf. [20, eqs. (21)–(23)]).383
We found that for uncoded QAM, upon substituting384
[20, Eq. (22)] into [16, eq. (20)], the same PER results can385
be obtained. Therefore we have unified the PER expressions386
for ANC-QAM/PSK as387
PERi = 1− (1− BERi)Npi , i = 1, 2, (6)388
where Npi is the number of bits contained in a packet for the389
different links.390
From a BER performance perspective, the pair of links391
could also be equivalently viewed as two independent links,392
as illustrated in Fig. 3 a). Therefore the peer-to-peer AM393
combined with ARQ [16] may be directly applied to ANC394
for an AF-TWR scenario. Having designed the ANC-ARQ395
framework, we next provide a performance analysis of adap-396
tive ANC combined with Truncated-ARQ. From the above397
analysis and Eq. (6) it can be concluded that our ANC com-398
bined with truncated-ARQ is capable of attaining the same399
throughput as the traditional ARQ-aided scheme, whilst our400
new scheme supports the more complicated bi-directional401
scenario. Finally, we should mention that the retransmission402
design of each AF link is the same as in calssic peer-to-peer403
ARQ design, and it is partially similar to the ARQ design that404
will be detailed next.405
V. COMBINING ADAPTIVE NC-QAM/PSK WITH406
TRUNCATED ARQ FOR DF-TWR407
This section deals with our cross-layer design conceived408
for the downlink of DF-TWR. We firstly reformulate the409
constraints by carefully customizing them for the cross-layer410
design of DF-TWR. Then in Subsection A we investigate our411
adaptive NC-QAM/PSK scheme relying on our PER expres-412
sions and on the fading region division philosophy of [5].413
In Subsection B, based on our designs, a novel transmis-414
sion mechanism is proposed for determining what specific415
transmit rates should be adopted for maximizing the average416
throughput in real-time systems, whilst satisfying the PER417
and delay constraints. Subsection C details our performance418
analysis.419
According to the particular constraints of ARQ detailed420
in [16], only finite delays and buffer sizes can be afforded421
for practical reasons. Additionally, to conceive the truncated-422
ARQ aided adaptive NCM advocated, we have to carefully423
consider the intriguing character of NC-QAM. In summary,424
we formulate the constraints in pairwise form as follows:425
• NC-QAM suffers from a modest SNR-loss due to the426
direct current (DC) bias of two-way communications.7427
6Coded QAM is adopted from the HIPERLAN/2 or IEEE 802.11a stan-
dards [21], which is also adopted in [16].
7The derivation of SNR-loss is provided in [5].
TABLE 1. SNR-loss coefficients of uncoded NC-QAM.





, if M1 ≥ M2 ≥ 2, i = 1, 2
1−Mi−1
1−M2−1
, if M2 ≥ M1 ≥ 2, i = 1, 2,
429
(7) 430
with M1 and M2 denoting the constellation sizes of the 431
RN→DN1 link and the RN→DN2 link, respectively. As 432
an example, we detail the SNR-loss values of {4, 16, 64} 433
QAM in Table 1. 434
• Based on [16], Nmaxγi is defined as the maximum number 435
of retransmissions, which can be specified upon dividing 436
the maximum tolerable system delay by the round trip 437
delay required for each retransmission.8 438
• In [16], Liu et al. quantified the probability of packet loss 439
after Nmaxγi retransmissions, which has to be no higher 440
than Pi,loss. Let us constrain the instantaneous PERs of 441
each downlink to be no higher thanP
Nmaxγi




















2,loss := P2,target ,
(9) 446
where Pi,target is defined as the target PER constraint for the 447
RN→DN1 and RN→DN2 links, respectively. If a packet is 448
received incorrectly after (Nmaxγi +1) retransmissions, we will 449
drop it. 450
A. ADAPTIVE NCM AMALGAMATED WITH 451
TRUNCATED-ARQ RETRANSMISSION 452
Let us next consider the amalgamation of ARQprotocols with 453
adaptive NCM. If we invoke AM to satisfy the PER upper- 454
bound of Eq. (11) at the physical layer and employ Nmaxγi - 455
truncated ARQ at each link layer, both the delay constraints 456
and the throughput requirements will be satisfied. 457
1) ADAPTIVE NCM DESIGN AT THE PHYSICAL LAYER 458
The adaptive NCM invoked here is different from the 459
previous adaptive NCM of [5], in that the NCM here 460
8For example, when the QoS requires a delay of less than 600 ms and the
average round trip delay is 100 ms, then we have to have Nmaxγi ≤ 6.
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TABLE 2. Transmission modes and adjustment for M-ary NC-QAM.
TABLE 3. Transmission modes for M-ary PSK modulation.
is based on packet-by-packet NC operation (as shown461
in Fig. 4). Nonetheless, they have the same SNR-loss462
imposed by NC-QAM and this common problem is463
referred to as the fading-region partitioning problem. Both464
Alouini and Goldsmith [10] and Yang et al. [5] conceived465
their mode-partitioning for adaptive M-ary QAM based on466
the associated BER bounds. Pursuing a similar approach,467
Liu et al. [16] proposed their partitioning algorithm based on468
the PER expressions. Similarly, we conceive our partitioning469
technique for NC-QAM/PSK based on the PER versus SNR470
curves generated by simulations and then modeled with the471
aid of curve-fitting.472
Remark 1: The PER expression for NC-QAM/PSK is473
the same as in Eq. (6). Of particularly note is that for our474
DF-TWR scenario, NCM relies on symbol-level operation.475
Therefore it requires that Eq. (6) Np1 , Np2 has to guarantee476
that both the frames generated for the pair of links have the477
same number of symbols corresponding to the AM constella-478
tion sizes of M1 and M2.479
Remark 2: Proceeding with the adaptive design, another480
important constraint is that NC-QAM imposes a modest but481
non-negligible SNR-loss. Explicitly, this SNR-loss occurs482
when the AM transmit rates of the two links are different,483
albeit it is only imposed at the lower rate receiver side. The484
SNR-loss expression is given by Eq. (10), which corresponds485
to a spacing reduction of the constellation points. As this486
loss can be equivalent to the change of SNR, the receiver487
side SNRs can be expressed as λiγi, i = 1, 2. By previous488
derivation from BER to PER, the corresponding PERs can489
be derived by substituting BER into Eq. (6). There is still490
one thing should be concerned, in contrast to NC-QAM, for491
NC-PSK we may derive the PERs by substituting the theoret-492
ical BER expressions of [21, p. 181] into Eq. (6).493
The BER expressions obtained by the above method con-494
tain either Q-functions or complementary error functions495
erfc(x), which cannot be readily inverted. Therefore it is496
difficult to obtain AM region-partitioning parameters as a497
function of the SNR and PER. In order to implement the498
AM-mode partitioning algorithm, we pursue a similar 499
approach to that of [16] to obtain the approximate PER 500
curves, which can be expressed as 501
PERi,n (γi) ≈
{
1, if 0 < γi < γi,pn
ai,n exp
(−gi,nλiγi) , if γi ≥ γi,pn 502
i = 1, 2, (10) 503
where ai,n, gi,n and ri,pn are the parameters of the AMmode n. 504
In our proposed scheme, these parameters can be obtained by 505
fitting the approximate PERs in Eq. (10) to the exact PERs in 506
Eq. (6). Hence we invoke a curve fitting tool (1stOpt) relying 507
on a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to obtain ai,n, 508
gi,n and ri,pn. The curve fitting parameters derived for the 509
uncoded NC-QAM transmission modes are listed in Table 2, 510
while those of NC-PSK are listed in Table 3. By inverting 511















where {i, n} = 1, 2, . . . ,Ni, i = 1, 2 denote the AM region 514
partitions for the two DLs, while Pi,target is given by Eq. (12). 515












, AM mode n is selected. 520
Note that for NCM, a special case should be considered. 521
For example, the SNR γ1 obeys γ1,0 < γ1 < γ1,1, while we 522
have γ2 > γ2,1, because in this case no payload bits will be 523
transmitted over the RN→DN1 link. Therefore, we set the 524
packets’ bits to 0 for modulo addition so as to ensure the 525
continuity of NCM transmission. 526
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B. STRATEGY OF SELECTING CONSTELLATIONS527
FOR ADAPTIVE NC-QAM528
The corresponding transmission strategy conceived for adap-529
tive NC-QAM adapts the AM modes to the instantaneous530
SNRs γ1 and γ2. Given γ1 and γ2 for the RN→DN1 and531
RN→DN2 links based on the associated channel estimates,532
our aim is to find the optimal AM constellation sizes of533
M1 and M2 that adapt to γ1 and γ2.534
As described in the previous subsection, NC-QAM suffers535
from an SNR-loss. In view of the fact that the SNR-loss is536
related to the specific choice ofM1 andM2, it turns out to be537
quite an interesting point for us to decide, which particular538
constellation sizes should be activated. According to our539
analysis, there are two fundamental facts: 1) we find that once540
the constellation size for a link is fixed, it will affect the choice541
of constellation picked for the other link; 2) it is found that542
serendipitously, there is no SNR-loss for the specific link,543
which has a larger constellation size and hence would require544
a higher SNR.545
Based on the above discussions, we propose a joint selec-546
tion strategy for obtaining the optimal M∗1 and M∗2 , which547
adapt to γ1 and γ2. Fig. 7 shows the flow chart of the proposed548
strategy. For the instantaneous SNRs γ1 and γ2, we arrive at549
the optimal M∗1 and M∗2 by invoking Step 1)-Step 5) listed550
below and summarized in Algorithm 1. When consider-551
ing the SNR-loss, we find that there are only three cases:552
M1 = M2, M1 > M2 and M1 < M2. These three cases553
correspond to no SNR-loss, SNR-loss in the RN→DN2 link554
and SNR-loss in the RN-DN1 link, respectively.555
FIGURE 7. Flow chart of selecting M∗1 and M
∗
2 .
To elaborate further, the transmission strategy is deter-556
mined by Step 1)-Step 5) as follows (cf. Fig. 7), where we rely557
on the weighted average rates for determining the AMmode.558
The weighting coefficients ω1 and ω2 have been introduced559
for the following reason: if several cases are feasible, for560
example, M∗1 = 4, M∗2 = 8 and M∗1 = 8, M∗2 = 4 are561
both feasible AM modes, we calculate the weighted average562
rates according to ω1 as well as to ω2, and then decide which563
mode should be activated. The weights ωi, i = 1, 2 are deter-564
mined according to the PER-requirement of the RN→DN1565
and RN→DN2 links, respectively. Naturally, we have 566
ω1 + ω2 = 1 and 0 ≤ ωi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2. 567
Step 1): Given the input parameters, such as ω1, ω1, γ1 568
and γ2, we firstly determine the AMmodes. The constellation 569
sets are set to be M1 ∈
{
4, 8, 16, . . . 2N1
}
,N1 = 2, 3, . . . and 570
M2 =
{
4, 8, 16, . . . 2N2
}
,N2 = 2, 3, . . .. Secondly, we have 571
to consider the relationship betweenM1 andM2. IfM1 > M2, 572
go to Step 2); if M1 < M2, skip to Step 3); if M1 = M2, 573
proceed to Step 4). 574
Step 2): In this case an SNR-loss exists in the RN-DN2 575





for the two links according to Eq. (7), respectively, where 577
λ1 = 1 implies that there is no SNR-loss in the RN→DN1 578
link. Therefore we can determine M1 by substituting γ1 into 579
Eqs. (12) and Tables 1 and 2. Secondly, we may obtain M2 580
according to M1 under the constraint of M1 > M2. For 581
example, if M1 = 32, we have M2 ∈ {4, 8, 16}. Then recal- 582
culate the rate-region boundaries R2,n′ according to λ2 and 583
Eqs. (10)-(12). Thirdly, if γ2 falls into the rate-region R2,n′, 584
the corresponding M2 can be selected. Thus we calculate 585
R1,2 = ω1log2M1 + ω2log2M2, (13) 586
If γ2 does not fall into R2,n′, this case indicates that our 587
assumption is not reasonable, then we drop this case. Finally, 588
go to Step 5). 589
Step 3): For the case of M1 < M2, the SNR-loss 590





. Using the approach of Step 2), 592
M ′2 and M ′1 can be obtained, then we can calculate 593
R′1,2 = ω1log2M ′1 + ω2log2M ′2. (14) 594
If γ1 does not fall into R1,n′, this case indicates that our 595
assumption is not reasonable. Finally, go to Step 5). 596
Step 4): For the case ofM1 = M2, there is no SNR-loss for 597
any of the two DLs. Therefore we may obtainM ′′1 andM ′′2 for 598
the SN1→DN2 link and the SN2→DN1 link by substituting 599
λ1 = λ2 = 1 into Eqs. (10). If M ′′1 = M ′′2 , then we calculate 600
R′′1,2 = ω1log2M ′′1 + ω2log2M ′′2 . (15) 601
If M ′′1 6= M ′′2 , this case indicates that our assumption is not 602
reasonable. Finally, go to Step 5). 603
Step 5): One or more above assumptions may be rea- 604
sonable. Hence we conceive Algorithm 1 to decide, which 605
particular transmission mode should be activated as the final 606
pair ofM∗1 andM∗2 . Finally, the flat fading channels vary from 607
frame to frame, therefore if there are any changes, we have to 608
update γ1 and γ2, then go back to Step 1). 609
When implementing Step 1)-Step 5) and Algorithm 1, we 610
have to pay attention to the following points. Firstly, for given 611
pair of instantaneous SNRs γ1 and γ2, there may be several 612
feasible solutions, but at least one pair of M∗1 and M∗2 exists, 613
which satisfies the PER-target. Secondly, we list a schematic 614
diagram in Table 1,9 in which we could see apparently the 615
9Table 1 list uncoded modulation cases. Coded modulation cases have
similarly values.
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Algorithm 1 Constellation Selecting Algorithm
Input: <̂ = {R1,2,R1,2′,R1,2′′}
Output: M∗1 , M∗2
Initial: R1,2, R1,2′ or R1,2′′
Case 1:
• If R1,2 ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′ ∈ <ˆ & R1,2′′ ∈ <ˆ
– If R1,2 ≥ R1,2′ & R1,2 ≥ R1,2′′, let M∗1 = M1 & M∗2 =
M2
– Elseif R1,2′ ≥ R1,2 & R1,2′ ≥ R1,2′′, let M∗1 = M1′ &
M∗2 = M2′
– Else let M∗1 = M1′′ & M∗2 = M2′′
• End
Case 2:
• If R1,2 ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′ ∈ <ˆ & R1,2′′ /∈ <ˆ
– If R1,2 ≥ R1,2′, let M∗1 = M1 & M∗2 = M2
– Else let M∗1 = M1′ & M∗2 = M2′
• End
Case 3:
• If R1,2 ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′′ ∈ <ˆ & R1,2′ /∈ <ˆ
– If R1,2 ≥ R1,2′′, let M∗1 = M1 & M∗2 = M2
– Else let M∗1 = M1′′ & M∗2 = M2′′
• End
Case 4:
• If R1,2′ ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′′ ∈ <ˆ & R1,2 /∈ <ˆ
– If R1,2′ ≥ R1,2′′, let M∗1 = M ′1 & M∗2 = M ′2
– Else let M∗1 = M1′′ & M∗2 = M2′′
• End
Case 5:
• If R1,2 ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′ /∈ <ˆ & R1,2′′ /∈ <ˆ, let M∗1 = M1 &
M∗2 = M2
• Elseif R1,2′ ∈ <ˆ, R1,2′ /∈ <ˆ & R1,2′′ /∈ <ˆ
– let M∗1 = M1′ & M∗2 = M2′
• Else let M∗1 = M1′′ & M∗2 = M2′′
• End
reason for applying Step 2)-Step 4)-that is, there are three616
cases of SNR-loss, thus they effect the selection of the pair of617
constellation size. Thirdly, for convenience, we unify some618
of the parameters in this paper, e.g., the AM mode sets are619
set to be Mi ∈
{
4, 8, 16, . . . 2Ni
}
, Ni = 2, 3, . . . , i = 1, 2,620
whilst the delay constraints of the two links are the same.621
Note that these parameters are variable can be preestablished622
in practical designs.623
To elaborate a little further, as for adaptive NC-PSK with624
Truncated ARQ design, there is no SNR-loss for the pair625
of downlinks [5]. Therefore we may simply view the NC-626
PSK schemes as two independent transmission links. We627
may thus simply determine the AM modes M1 and M2628
based on γ1 and γ2 by substituting λ1 = λ2 = 1 into629
Eqs. (10)-(12).630
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR ADAPTIVE631
NCM WITH TRUNCATED ARQ632
The transmission strategy designed in the previous sub-633
section inherently amalgamates AM both with NCM and634
with ARQ protocols. We evaluate the performance of our635
truncated-ARQ aided adaptive NCM scheme, relying on the 636
approach of [16]. 637
1) PERFORMANCE OF ARQ-AIDED NC-PSK 638
For adaptive NC-PSK design, we may view the pair of down- 639
link as two independent downlinks. Therefore we may obtain 640














where ω1 and ω2 are exactly the same as described in the 643









represent the average bandwidth efficiency, which can be 645
obtained according to Eqs. (21)-(26) in Appendix. 646
2) PERFORMANCE OF ARQ-AIDED NC-QAM 647
For adaptive NC-QAM amalgamated with NC-based trun- 648
cated ARQ, the bandwidth efficiency of this scheme may 649
also be formulated as in Eq. (16). However, the difference 650
between an NC-QAM based and NC-PSK based scheme can 651
be categorized as follows: 1) we cannot view the scheme 652
as two equivalent independent transmissions, because 653
NC-QAM suffers from amodest SNR-loss; 2) wemay clearly 654
see that in Step 5) of previous subsection, theremay be several 655
feasible solutions but we take the specific pair ofM1 andM2 656
which has the maximum total rate. This however complicates 657
the performance analysis. 658
The exact bandwidth efficiency is challenging to evaluate, 659
but fortunately we were able to characterize some properties 660
of the SNR-loss. ConsideringM1 > M2 for example, the SNR 661
loss of λ2 is a monotonically increasing function ofM2, but a 662
decreasing function of M1. Therefore it is lower bounded by 663











Then we may set both an upper bound and a lower bound 666
of the SNR-loss coefficients for NC-QAM combined with 667
truncated ARQ. We set λ1 = λ2 = 1 as an upper bound. 668
When we consider the lower bound and assume, for example, 669
M1 > M2, then it is found that M2 ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. 670
Hence for each M2, we have λ2,1 > 3/4, λ2,2 > 671
7/8, · · · , λ2,5 > 63/64. Let λi,1 = λi,2, · · · = λi,6 = 3/4, 672
i = 1, 2 be the SNR-loss coefficients for both DLs, which 673
allow us to obtain the lower bound. In fact, the bandwidth 674
efficiency is far better than the lower bound due to the fact 675
that we assumed the maximum SNR-loss in both DLs. 676
Upon setting both the upper bound and lower bound for 677
the SNR-loss, we may view the two downlinks as two inde- 678
pendent transmission links. Thus the bandwidth efficiency 679
of NC-QAM can be obtained by the same approach, as for 680
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Ri,nPri (n), i = 1, 2,685
(19)686




and Pri (n) can be obtained687
from Eqs. (21)-(26).688
Setting the upper- and lower-bounds for the SNR-loss689
provides a simple way of analysing the performance of690
adaptive NC-QAM. Since the SNR-loss tends to decrease691
upon increasing the constellation sizes, the actual perfor-692
mance may be close to the upper-bound curves according693
to Table 1.694
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS695
The above-mentioned strategy provides the basis for our trun-696
cated ARQ aided adaptive ANC/NCM design. In this section,697
a range of representative numerical results are presented for698
illustrating and validating our theoretical analysis, relying on699
bandwidth expressions derived in Section V C and Appendix700
(cf. Eqs. (10-12), Eqs. (17-19), Eqs. (21-26)). Note that both701
links of our ANC-ARQ scheme have the same performance702
as their conventional peer-to-peer counterpart, thus we omit703
its characterization. Next we unify the simulation parameters704
as follows.705
• Common Parameter Settings:706
– Fading distribution: Let the fading channels obey707
Rayleigh fading. Then the distribution of γi is given708
by letting m = 1 in Eq. (1), yielding709







, i = 1, 2. (20)710
– Block length: The payload length of a single block711
should be the least common multiple of log2 (M1)712
and log2 (M2). The packet length be Npi = 1080,713
i = 1, 2 symbols for the pair of links.714
– Delay constraints: Let Nmaxi = 3, i = 1, 2 and715
Pi,loss = 0.01, i = 1, 2.716
– Average SNRs: Let γi ∈ [0, 1, . . . , 30],717
i = 1, 2 (dB).718
– Weighting factors: Let ωi = 0.5, i = 1, 2.719
– Bandwidth: let B = 1.720
– Both links adopt SR-ARQ protocols.721
– Performance analysis equations: Eqs. (21)-(26) in722
Appendix.723
• Figure 8 Parameter Settings:724
– Constellation size for RN→DN1 link: M1 = 32.725
– Constellation sets for RN→DN2 link: M2 ∈726
{4, 8, 16}.727
– Adaptive modes: Modes 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2.728
FIGURE 8. PER change along with SNR-loss for RN-DN2 Link (Table 2).
FIGURE 9. Performance of adaptive NC-QAM with NC-based ARQ versus
Average SNR.
• Figure 9 Parameter Settings: 729
– M -ary uncoded NC-QAM10 adaptive modes: Let 730
Mi ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}. 731
– SNR-loss bounds according to Eq. (17): Let λi = 1, 732
i = 1, 2 be the upper bound, while λi = 3/4 be the 733
lower bound. 734
– The ARQ retransmission index: Nmaxi = 0, i = 1, 2 735
and Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2. 736
• Figure 10 Parameter Settings: 737
– M -ary coded NC-QAM adaptive modes: Let 738
Mi ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. 739
– SNR-loss bounds: Let λi = 1, i = 1, 2 be the upper 740
bound, while λi = 3/4 be the lower bound. 741
– The ARQ retransmission index: Nmaxi = 0, i = 1, 2 742
and Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2. 743
• Figure 11 Parameter Settings: 744
– M -ary uncoded NC-QAM adaptive modes: 745
Mi ∈ {4, 8, 16}. 746
– The ARQ retransmission index: Nmaxi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 747
4, 8}, i = 1, 2. 748
• Figures 12 Parameter Settings: 749
– M -ary uncoded NC-PSK adaptive modes: 750
Mi ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. 751
10HIPERLAN/2 or IEEE 802.11a standards [21].
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FIGURE 10. Performance of adaptive NC-QAM with NC-based ARQ versus
Average SNR.
FIGURE 11. Lower-bound performance of adaptive NC-QAM for DF-TWR.
FIGURE 12. Performance of adaptive NC-PSK with NC-based ARQ for
DF-TWR.
– TheARQ retransmission index:Nmaxi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},752
i = 1, 2.753
• Figures 13 Parameter Settings:754
– M -ary uncoded NC-PSK adaptive modes:755
Mi ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}.756
– The ARQ retransmission index:Nmaxi ∈ 1, i = 1, 2.757
– Nakagami-m fading parameter: m = 1, 2, 3, 4.758
Of particular note for the parameters of Fig. 8 is that759
Table 2 lists the PER curve-fitting parameters ai,n, i = 1, 2,760
gi,n and γi,pn for NC-QAM. In order to visualize the effects 761
of SNR-loss, we briefly consider a special case of the SNR- 762
loss for M1 = 32 and M1 > M2. In this case, we 763
have to recalculate the PER-curve fitting parameters for 764
M2 ∈ {4, 8, 16}. The parameters a′2,n, g′2,n and γ ′2,pn are then 765
listed in Table 2. 766
We plot PER for the scenarios of both with and 767
without SNR-loss for the RN→DN2 link in Fig. 8. 768
Observe that the gaps between the curves with and with- 769
out SNR-loss tend to become narrow upon reducing the 770
difference between M1 and M2. This indicates that the 771
throughput-loss decreases upon increasing M1 and M2. 772
It also worth noting that the reduction of the over- 773
all throughput is related to the changes between γ2,pn 774
and γ ′2,pn in Table 2. The higher constellation sizes, the 775
smaller integration intervals (compared to the ranges with- 776
out SNR-loss), which led to the performance degradation 777
(cf. Eq. (17)). 778
Upon analyzing the effects of SNR-loss and of the pro- 779
posed transmission strategy, we plot the throughput of both 780
uncoded and convolutionally coded adaptive NC-QAM in 781
conjunction with the maximum number of ARQ retrans- 782
missions Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2 in Figs. 9 and 10. It can 783
be observed that in all cases, the proposed method is 784
superior to its counterparts operating without ARQ, where 785
the throughput gain ranges from 0.2 to 0.7 bits/symbol. 786
We will offer further observations during our forthcoming 787
discourse. 788
1) Based on the transmission strategy proposed in 789
Subsection V B, we plot the performance of the 790
schemes, when the SNR-loss coefficients rely either 791
on the upper- or on the lower-bound. Observe that 792
the upper-bound curves exceed the lower-bound curves 793
by about 0.25 bits/symbol, when using only a single 794
retransmission of Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2 for both schemes. 795
2) Compared to the AM-NC-QAM schemes operating 796
without ARQ, Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2 offers about 1 dB 797
SNR gain. 798
3) For NC-QAM associated with an SNR-loss, at best we 799
are able to obtain an approximately 2.4 dB SNR gain 800
for the special case, whenM1 is equal toM2. According 801
to our conservative estimates, our proposed AM-NC- 802
QAM associated with Nmaxi = 1, i = 1, 2 achieved an 803
approximately 1-2 dB gain. 804
In Fig. 11 we plot the lower bound of throughput for NC- 805
QAM with ARQ. We observe that the throughput improves 806
with the increasing of Nmaxi = 1, 2, 4, 8, i = 1, 2. In the 807
maximum case, we could obtain approximately 2.4 dB gain. 808
However, the increment degrades quickly, which implies 809
that Nmaxi need not be arbitrarily large. This is a trade- 810
offs between throughput and delay as well as buffer-size 811
penalties. 812
In order to complete our adaptive NCM design, we detail 813
the PER-curve-fitting parameters of NC-PSK in Table 3 and 814
characterize the attainable throughput in Fig. 12. We also 815
plot throughput of NC-PSK with ARQ for Nakagami fading 816
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FIGURE 13. Performance of adaptive NC-PSK with ARQ under
nakagami-m channels.
parameter m = 1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 13. There are some points817
worth noting.818
1) Observe in Fig. 12 that Nmaxi = 3, i = 1, 2 offers819
an approximately 1.6 dB SNR gain over the NC-PSK820
schemes operating without ARQ. We would expect821
similar conclusions also for NC-QAM.822
2) Blindly increasing the number of retransmissions does823
not always result in further gains, because they improve824
the reliability of packets at the expense of an increased825
delay.826
3) It is confirm that the throughput gain increases with827
the diversity order m,11 which is similar to the case of828
varying Nmaxi .829
4) Compared to peer-to-peer transmissions, our proposed830
NC-QAM/PSK regimes support the more challenging831
scenario of bidirectional NC aided networks. Our holis-832
tic design has the advantage of improved adaptability833
and flexibility.834
VII. CONCLUSIONS835
In this paper, we developed a powerful cross-layer design836
for asymmetric AF-TWR and DF-TWR networks, which837
amalgamates adaptive ANC/NCM at the physical layer and838
NC-based truncated ARQ at the data link layer, with the839
objective of improving the attainable system throughput and840
enhancing the achievable system integrity. We developed a841
pair of two basic NC-aided ARQ protocols for ANC/NCM842
for the sake of characterizing the tradeoff between the design843
complexity and system throughput. Then cross-layer design844
aided AF and DF relaying was conceived. More explicitly, a845
joint AM-mode selection strategy was developed for both DF846
downlinks for the sake of determining the optimal constella-847
tion sizes, which are carefully matched to the instantaneous848
SNRs. Furthermore, we evaluated the average throughput of849
adaptive ANC/NCM based on the PER-based fitted curves.850
Specifically, both an upper and a lower bound were derived851
for the SNR-loss coefficients of NC-QAM. Our performance852
11The Nakagami-m fading channel provides a diversity order of m, which
means Nakagami-m fading channel is equivalent to a set of m independent
Rayleigh fading channels by adopting maximum ratio combining (MRC).
analysis demonstrated that the proposed adaptive ANC/NCM 853
relying on NC-aided ARQ is capable of achieving a 854
higher throughput than its counterparts operating without 855
retransmissions. 856
Our cross-layer design is capable of supporting practical 857
applications, such as 5G ultra-dense cellular networks [22], 858
sensor networks and satellite communications. As to future 859
research, it is possible to extend ANC/NCM for combining 860
it with existing physical layer techniques, such as channel 861
coding [23] and MIMO [24]. Another possible extension of 862
this work is to develop and analyze an NC-based H-ARQ pro- 863
tocol for retransmission design. Finally, latency performance 864
and trade-off analysis of the proposed method, as well as the 865
specific impact of data link layer on physical layers are also 866
worth characterizing, which will be left for future work. 867
APPENDIX 868
For convenience, here we only list the equations used in 869
Section V C without further detailed explanations, which 870






























= 1+ p+ p2 + . . .+ pNmaxγ 876
= 1− p
Nmaxγ +1
1− p , (24) 877
















×0 (m, bnγn)− 0 (m, bnγn+1)
(bn)m
, (26) 880
with bn is the function of gn and γ¯ . Specifically, let m = 1 881
for Rayleigh fading channel. 882
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